Do you like to make collections? Groups of toy cars? Stones from the beach? Action figures? Gather a favorite collection or grab a group of similar items like plates and bowls. How many different ways could you organize them? By Size? Shape? Weight? Color?

Try playing a direction game. One person gives directions, and the other(s) follow. For example, “take two steps forward, now one to the right...” Make it into a guessing game by having the direction-follower(s) guess where they are headed.

Gather a few different types of materials to build a tower. Check the recycling, the linen shelf, or the toy bin. Which materials are harder to build with? Why? Which materials can you build the tallest tower with? The softest? The funniest?

Check out your shirts. Which are your favorite? Which ones do you like less? Do your favorite shirts have something in common? Are they bright colors? Full of pattern? A certain style? Have a conversation about categories of things you like.

Spend some time looking out a window. Maybe at home or while you are in a car or bus. What do you see? Can you tell what season it is? How do you know? What clues do the plants, weather, or people’s outfits give you?